Helpful Hints: #300/#301 Liberty the Spring Horse

1. Does it appear that you are missing the Horse's Head? Please check inside the body cavity as the head was placed inside the body for shipping purposes.
2. Assemble the head to the body last (after horse is mounted to base).
3. Use a socket wrench for the base assembly.
4. Refer to packaging or instruction sheet illustrations for the orientation of the base.
5. To assemble foot caps: start by pushing on with hand, then use a hammer or rubber mallet to secure.
6. Use liquid soap, if necessary, to lubricate the tubes passing through the horse body.
7. The horse's legs are numbered, and correspond to the numbers on the body.
8. To position the spring covers, apply a twisting motion while pushing the covers into place.
9. The collar is labeled "front" for correct orientation.
10. The threaded rods for the collar and head assembly are numbered "1" & "2", and the longer rod, or rod #1 is assembled to the front.
11. Do not over tighten the gold colored nuts on the collar.
12. Make sure all hardware is tightened, and springs and spring covers are securely in place before the child rides the Liberty Spring Horse.

Thank you for purchasing the Liberty Spring Horse!